This Cobone includes a 6 step exterior polishing system to deal with the three key parts of exterior detailing namely (a) cleaning (b)
polishing and (c) protection. The first step includes a Meguiars Hyper Wash Shampoo which produces a rich foam designed to
safely and effectively lift dirt from all exterior surfaces.
Step 2 continues the cleansing process with Meguiars smooth surface clay bar treatment designed to free your car of any bonded
contaminants.
The 3rd and 4th steps are designed to correct any imperfections in your paintwork such as surface scratches, swirls, etc and
produce the most superior shine by machine buffing with combination of Meguiars Ultra Cut Compound Polish and then Meguiars
Paint Reconditioning Cream.
Once the deepest and brightest shine has been achieved, it’s time for our 5th step and Meguiars Synthetic sealant 2.0 which is hand
applied and utilizes Hydrophobic Polymers TM an advanced technology that produces the most reflective paint finish for the longest
period of time.
The final step in the 6 step polishing system involves Meguiars Last Touch Detailer which is hand applied to produce that show car
finish.
This Cobone also includes a comprehensive interior deep clean. Every inch of your car’s interior will be examined & thoroughly
cleaned with specialist products and materials to remove any grime, dirt, visible marks, stains and odours. Dashboards, fixtures and
fittings, carpets, mats, door jams, seals, upholstery/leather --- all will be meticulously cleaned, polished and dressed.
The package doesn’t end there. Zain Car Care will degrease and clean your engine bay area to ensure that your working parts are
left as clean as the rest of your car for maximum performance. The head and tail lights will be buffed to remove oxidation and return
them to their former glory. The wheels and alloys will be thoroughly cleaned to remove break dust, grease and dirt and then polished
and dressed for maximum shine. Finally the car’s A/C filter will be removed, cleaned and sanitised to ensure that air flow is free of
bacteria and other harmful pollutants.

